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Abstract: The importance of digital platforms and related data-driven business 

models is ever increasing and poses challenges for the workability of competition in 

the respective markets (tendencies towards dominant platforms, paying-with-data 

instead of traditional money, privacy concerns, etc.). Due to such challenges, inves-

tigations of such markets are of high interest. One of recent cases is the investiga-

tion of Facebook’s data collection practices by German competition authorities. Our 

paper, in contrast to the wide stream of legal studies on this case, aims to analyze 

whether Facebook’s practices regarding data collection could constitute an abuse 

of market power from an economic perspective, more specifically against the back-

ground of modern data economics. In doing so we summarize the state of the ad-

vanced theories, including influences from behavioral economics, addressing such 

markets, and discuss four potential theories of harm.  
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1.  Introduction 

In March 2016, German competition authorities started an investigation into the 

social network platform Facebook because of an alleged abuse of market power 

(Bundeskartellamt 2016). This case is unusual due to its core issue of investigation, 

which refers to specific terms of service regarding the use of user data. In brief, 

German competition authorities accused Facebook to abuse its market power on 

the social network market in Germany by making the use of the Facebook social 

network conditional on intensive collection and usage of user- and device-related 

data (i) from Facebook-owned services (Facebook, WhatsApp, Oculus, Masquerade, 

and Instagram) and (ii) from third-party websites visited or mobile apps used and – 

without the user’s consent – merging of those data with the facebook.com user 

account (Bundeskartellamt 2019a,b,c). The case was decided by the Federal Cartel 

Office of Germany (FCO; Bundeskartellamt) on 2019-02-06 but it is still ongoing in 

the court due to Facebook’s appeal. According to last available information, the 

Higher Regional Court in Duesseldorf ruled that the orders of the Bundeskartellamt 

are suspended until the Facebook’s appeal has been decided with the FCO filing an 

appeal against this ruling (Reuters 2019).  

Due to its novel character, the case has attracted a lot of attention from the litera-

ture (see section 2 for a brief literature overview and summary). In contrast to the 

predominantly legal studies on the Facebook case, our paper aims to analyze 

whether Facebook’s practices regarding data collection could constitute an abuse 

of market power from an economic perspective. To this end, we provide an over-

view of available information about the German Facebook case (section 2) as well 

as economic insights about the role of personalized data in such markets (section 

3). Then, we highlight four potential theories of harm from an economic perspec-

tive (section 4). In section 5, we conclude. 

 

2.  The Facebook Case  

Nowadays the Facebook Group is one of the largest players in the digital market. 

Among the services offered by this group, there is not only the social network Fa-

cebook, but also online services and applications for smartphones, including such 
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applications as Instagram and WhatsApp. As the main way to monetize its services, 

the Facebook Group employs databased business models. In order to increase its 

revenues, Facebook developed tools which allow the company to collect, merge 

and use not only data inside Facebook social network and among other services 

from the Facebook Group, but also solutions for outside collection of user and de-

vice-related data from sources connected with Facebook via its business tools. Such 

extensive and unrestricted practices raise concerns regarding legality of their appli-

cation.  

In its decision, the FCO stated that “the efficiencies in a business model based on 

personalised advertising do not outweigh the interests of the users when it comes 

to processing data from sources outside of the social network” (Bundeskartellamt 

2019a: 271). According to the FCO, the users’ consent with Facebook’s terms and 

conditions is a prerequisite for using the Facebook.com service in the first place 

(“take-it-or-leave-it” decision), but not an informed decision which could be seen as 

a voluntary consent. Additionally, Facebook kept its users not (fully) aware of the 

extent of its practices regarding data collection. As a result, users have insufficient 

control over the processing of their data. Considering Facebook’s market power, 

supported by networks effects and lock-in effect on users’ side, the FCO decided 

that Facebook’s actions “constitute an abuse of a dominant position on the social 

network market in the form of exploitative business terms” (Bundeskartellamt 

2019c: 7). To be exact it is stated that “while the efficiencies of a data-driven busi-

ness model for consumers are generally acknowledged, the outlined extent of data 

processing is to be deemed inappropriate and hence abusive” (Bundeskartellamt 

2019c: 12). Such an inappropriate processing of data and its combination with Fa-

cebook accounts helped the company to gain “a competitive edge over its competi-

tors in an unlawful way and increased market entry barriers, which in turn secures 

Facebook’s market power towards end customers” (Bundeskartellamt 2019c: 11). 

For the purpose of our paper, we do not discuss the soundness of the FCO’s market 

delineation and assessment of market power on the user side by Facebook (Bun-

deskartellamt 2019a: 46-143; Bundeskartellamt 2019c: 3-7). Instead, for the sake of 

our reasoning, we assume that Facebook enjoys at the least relative and sometimes 

also absolute market power. 
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The Facebook case has been broadly discussed from the legal point of view1 (priva-

cy law or consumer protection law) with the emphasis on personal data use with-

out the explicit permission of the data holder. From a legal point of view, a special 

feature of the Facebook case is that violations of data protection standards are as-

sessed to constitute an abuse of market power and, thus, a violation of competi-

tion law. This raises legal questions about the interface of competition law and 

consumer protection law as well as about their respective enforcement (inter alia, 

Botta & Wiedemann 2019; Colangelo & Maggiolino 2019; Buiten 2019, 2020; 

Hladjk et al. 2019; analysis of this question for third-party tracking introduced by 

Robertson 2020). In general, Ezrachi & Robertson (2019) show that third-party 

tracking is a growing industry and has its market power implications: tracking ca-

pacity should be ex ante considered in merger review and it may trigger an ex post 

analysis due to an adverse impact on the consumers. Since Facebook’s practices are 

not restricted to Germany, some authors also discuss whether the FCO decision 

could set up a precedent in the EU (inter alia, Volmar & Helmdach 2018; Colangelo 

& Maggiolino 2018; Wils 2019; Robertson 2020). Schneiders (2019) provides an 

assessment of the case from the perspectives of communication science, media 

economics and law and stated that personal data can be seen as an anticompetitive 

factor, but non-dominant firms also tend to excessively collect and use personal 

data as well, so as a result application of competition law may not be the best way 

to deal with such problems. The idea regarding incentives for extended data collec-

tion from non-dominant players also presented in paper by Buiten (2020). Some 

articles use Facebook case as an example to illustrate general concerns in data-

driven markets (Botta & Wiedemann 2018; Lancieri 2019; Kathuria 2019).  In arti-

cles by Becher (2019), Podszun (2019), and Staube (2019) the main issues of FCO 

decision are discussed after its publication, about selected statements in prelimi-

nary assessments provided by FCO see inter alia in articles by Hoppner (2018), Mas-

solo (2018), and Volmar & Helmdach (2018). 

To the best of our knowledge, the literature has not discussed the case and the FCO 

decision from a distinctively economic perspective (although economic aspects 
                                                             
1  Additionally to the summarized in this part international literature, the case was reviewed by a 

number of German-language law articles like, inter alia, Franck (2016), Klotz (2016), Rothmann 
(2018), and Ellger (2019). 
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played relevant roles in the analyses) with the notable exceptions of Budzinski & 

Grusevaja (2017) and Haucap (2019). The first paper discusses potential theories of 

harm from an economic perspective based on the preliminary information from the 

early stages of the case. Haucap (2019) provides a brief analysis of some outcomes 

and concepts applied in the FCO case and reviews the question whether data priva-

cy concerns may be part of antitrust enforcement with emphasis on such issues as 

presence of consumer disutility from lower privacy, estimation of competitive level 

of privacy, access to data if it could be seen as an essential facility, and proper mar-

ket definition for merger cases. While we consider his reasoning as an important 

input for our paper, his analysis rests more on platform economics whereas our 

analysis focuses on the economics of data as the main theoretical framework. Our 

article provides theoretical analysis and suggests following from theory and FCO 

decision theories of harm, which were not fully represented in literature so far. In 

order to provide such economic analysis, the economics of the commercial use of 

personalized data need to be applied. Therefore, section 3 summarizes the main 

insights from modern data economics. 

 

3.  Some Economics of Personalized Data 

3.1  Introducing Remarks 

The economic literature on personalized data (including privacy, big data, and re-

lated concepts) has developed since the 1970s (inter alia, Hirshleifer 1971, 1980; 

Stigler 1980; Posner 1981; Varian 1997; overview: Acquisti et al. 2016) with a re-

newed push of interest naturally surfacing with the increasing relevance of digital 

markets and online transactions in the 2000s (inter alia, Taylor 2004; Acquisti & 

Varian 2005; Gross & Acquisti 2005; Hermalin & Katz 2006; Hui & Png 2006; 

Grossklags & Acquisti 2007; Beresford et al. 2012; Brown 2016; Heidhues et al. 

2016; Kerber 2016; Heidhues & Köszegi 2017; Budzinski & Stöhr 2019; Obar & 

Oeldorf-Hirsch 2020; Hoffmann et al. 2020; see for a modern overview Budzinski & 

Kuchinke 2020).  

Personalized data includes both (i) “classic” registration data like email addresses, 

names, sex, age, perhaps residence information, maybe even account/payment in-
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formation, and (ii) “advanced” consumption data that allows for conclusions and 

conjectures regarding the preferences of the consumers. The latter may consist of 

personalized data about individual (online) browsing, searching and buying histo-

ries (revealed preference data) as well as personalized data about preference-

related statements of users through posts, comments, ratings, (Facebook-)“likes”, 

etc. (stated preference data). Additionally, individual movement profiles, collected 

through the location function of mobile devices, and other data may complement 

the information, so that pooling such data yields more or less accurate individual 

consumption patterns from which reasonable hypothesis about individual consum-

er preferences may be derived. 

Somewhat generalizing and simplifying, the older literature focused on situations 

where consumers behave (hyper-) rational and smart, whereas service providers 

suffer from information disadvantages (asymmetric information in favor of the 

consumers). In this Stigler-Posner-Varian world, an enhanced use of personalized 

data increases efficiency and welfare because information asymmetries are reduced 

and strategic behavior of the consumers at the expense of service providers is frus-

trated. At the same time, databased abuse of market power is rather unlikely in 

such world.2 Consequently, this literature focuses on setting incentives for consum-

ers to reveal more personalized data (Posner 1981) as long as this increased infor-

mation provision is not predominantly wasteful signal-jamming (Akerlof 1976; 

Hirshleifer 1980).  

The emerging literature since the 2000s embraces additional constellations of the 

allocation of information as well as more complex, “behavioral” concepts of com-

pany and, in particular, consumer behavior. In the context of online transactions, 

information deficiencies may extend to when, how and by whom the personalized 

information about consumers (or “users”) is used as well as to the commercial val-

ue of this data and the (midterm) consequences for the users from commercial da-

ta employment. In this respect, it may be the consumers who experience infor-

mation disadvantages, so that information asymmetries are reversed compared to 

                                                             
2  A prime example would be an insurance company that cannot observe the individual risk of the 

consumers, while each consumer enjoys an information advantage. This may lead to inefficient 
prices or even lemon-like market failure problems (Akerlof 1970). 
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the Sigler-Posner-Varian world. Furthermore, consumers may not behave fully ra-

tional. First, they may not utilize available information. Second, phenomena de-

scribed in behavioral economics such as framing and anchoring effects, loss aver-

sion, salience as well as satisficing behavior may be relevant. Third (and partly over-

lapping), the presence of naïve consumers, i.e. consumers who do not correctly an-

ticipate the economic interrelationships of their actions and decisions and, conse-

quently, act overly trustful, may influence economic effects (Heidhues & Köszegi 

2017). Again put in a generalizing and simplifying way, if consumers behave “only” 

bounded-rational and/or naïve, whereas service providers enjoy information ad-

vantages about the use and value of personalized data (information asymmetries in 

favor of the service providers), then effects are likely to differ from the Stigler-

Posner-Varian world. In this behavioral-economics world, considerable scope for 

databased profits at the expense of consumer welfare surfaces as the newer litera-

ture shows in several regards. In particular in combination with market power, in-

centives for abusive strategies become relevant and welfare-decreasing effects like-

ly. This general tendency remains valid if smart and naive consumers are mixed in 

an online market. 

The well-known privacy paradox represents an accompanying phenomenon (inter 

alia, Grossklags & Acquisti 2007; Beresford et al. 2012). It corroborates the prob-

lems of information deficits and naïveté of consumers on databased online mar-

kets. Many users claim high monetary values of their personal data when asked in 

surveys or interviews. However, in experiments they give their data willingly away 

already in exchange for “free” lowest-value goods. Such a paying with data exerts 

general effects on the welfare of users due to the characteristics of personalized 

data as a means of payment. Most obviously, paying with data saves the monetary 

income of the users, so that they can spend it for other purposes. Moreover, per-

sonal data is a special type of currency because every user can reproduce and use it 

as often as she wants since personal data does not disappear if a consumer pays 

with it. Saving monetary income and the reproducibility of personal data both en-

hance consumer welfare as long as the value of data does not exceed the value of 

the received goods. Thus, a perfectly informed inhabitant of the Stigler-Posner-
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Varian world benefits from paying with data because she will only pay with data if 

the condition for a Pareto-superior transaction is given.  

Again, things look different for inhabitants of a behavioral economics world. Since 

they lack knowledge about data usage by the platforms (and third parties), they 

notoriously struggle to assess the commercial value of their personal data. Some 

may even fail to know that their data is used at all (and believe that those services 

and contents are truly “free” and “zero-price”), others rely on insufficient concepts 

of how the data is used as well as by whom and for what purposes. Some of the 

relevant information is unavailable to consumers or strategically and deliberately 

camouflaged and distorted by service providers. However, these information defi-

ciencies also include the ignorance of available information, for instance codified in 

general terms and conditions any user must agree (usually by clicking a respective 

box) before using a given platform. Users tend to ignore this information due to its 

sheer length and information overload problems, due to complicated language (of-

ten because of legal requirements) and due to the feeling that they have no choice 

anyway (Gross & Acquisti 2005; Obar & Oeldorf-Hirsch 2020). Consequently, many 

users are incapable of performing an adequate consideration of utilities and costs 

of commercial deals paid with data. From a behavioral economics perspective, the 

perceived value of a currency unit is not the result of a rational calculus based upon 

sound monetary economics. Instead, it is based upon experience in using the re-

spective currency. Often, we enjoy a lifelong daily experience dealing with our 

monetary currency and this has shaped our perception and ideas about its value.3 

This experience is still lacking with data as a currency, creating hidden transaction 

costs that have the potential to reduce consumer welfare.  

There are two basic ways how to make a business out of personalized user data: 

data analysis and data trading.4 

 

                                                             
3  This also explains why a currency reform often does not stop consumers from calculating prices 

in the old currency for years and decades and why notions of “justified” or “fair” prices are of-
ten anchored in years- or decades-old commodity prices. 

4  A third one would refer to markets for data technologies (Budzinski & Kuchinke 2020). Howev-
er, due to a lack of relevance for our discussion of the Facebook case, we skip this aspect here. 
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3.2  Data Analysis 

Taking the example of a social network service like Facebook, paying with data 

means that users pay for access by supplying personalized data. In return, the 

monetary price in traditional currency (such as € or US$) is reduced, in the case of 

Facebook down to zero. When companies reduce the monetary price for their ser-

vices, often down to zero, and revert to collecting personalized data from its users 

instead, then this relies on a business model. In other words, it is a commercial 

strategy to relinquish direct monetary revenue from the users. Business logic im-

plies that the commercial employment of the collected personalized data offers 

higher revenues and, thus, is more profitable than to charge a monetary price. 

Note that it is a conscious and deliberate business decision to reduce the monetary 

price (often down to zero). It would be perfectly possible to charge a monthly price 

for the membership of a social network in exchange for providing the service (sub-

scription model with flatrate pricing) or to price each individual feature according 

to usage quantities. Some service providers actually mix different models by offer-

ing both a free membership (often with limited functionality) and a paid-for mem-

bership (premium accounts), so that the consumer can choose. The music stream-

ing service Spotify represents an example.  

Three fundamental types of commercial business models can categorize the under-

lying paying-with-data phenomenon. All these business models are highly profita-

ble for the companies employing them. However, this may or may not correspond 

to consumer welfare effects (Budzinski & Kuchinke 2020).  

Data Analysis for Third-Parties (e.g. Targeted Advertising): Large collections of per-

sonalized data, in particular advanced consumption data, combined with sophisti-

cated analysis competence offer value creation for third parties by selling insights 

from data analysis to them. Spotify, for instance, makes considerable revenue from 

selling the results of analyses of their user data to the music industry, tailor-made 

to the requests of the upstream industry. A special version of this type of creating 

revenues from data analysis is targeted advertising where companies like Facebook 

sell the result of their data analysis in respect to adequate target group to advertis-

ers, often combined with the service to place the ads accordingly. In doing so, per-
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sonalized data may be used to target advertising towards those users that with a 

high likelihood have preferences for the advertised good and, therefore, tend to 

buy it with a comparatively high probability. This phenomenon is well described by 

modern platform economics (theory of two-sided markets; Rochet & Tirole 2003, 

2006; Anderson & Gabszewicz 2006; Armstrong 2006; Haucap & Stühmeier 2016). 

It particularly applies to free content offered over the internet financed by revenues 

from targeted advertising. The two platform sides “content users” and “advertis-

ers” interact through indirect network externalities, i.e. the more content users visit 

the platform, the higher is the utility for advertisers to place advertising on this 

platform (see Appendix 1 with illustration used by the FCO in the Facebook case). If 

a platform is able to attract more users, the quantity of demand for advertising 

space will increase as will the individual willingness-to-pay of the advertisers. Con-

sequently, the platform can balance the two sides by employing an asymmetric 

price structure: it prices the user side very low (often zero) because that attracts 

more users and the consequent increase in demand – and thus revenues – from 

advertisers easily more than offsets the relinquished revenues from the user side. 

The platform business model also works without utilizing personalized data. How-

ever, being able to offer advertisers access to users with a high probability of con-

sumption of the advertised good (a target group) further increases the attractive-

ness of the platform for the advertisers since they can expect their advertising to be 

more effective and more successful. This further increases the willingness-to-pay of 

the advertisers since they now can get a “good” (advertising space) of a higher 

quality (targeting the “right” users). Facebook draws a significant part of its reve-

nues from this business model. However, while advertisers derive a benefit from an 

increasing quantity of users of an online platform, this need not be the case in the 

other direction. An increasing quantity of advertising will affect users in different 

ways depending on user’s view regarding advertising. Some may experience a posi-

tive utility from the informational, persuasive, and complementary contents of ad-

vertising, whereas other may feel disturbed and annoyed (i.e. may experience a 

disutility from advertising). Targeted advertising is meant to increase the fit of ad-

vertised goods to user’s preferences and thus, should increase the utility of adver-

tising-liking users and reduce the disutility of advertising-disliking users. Therefore, 
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it should increase consumer welfare compared to traditional advertising (Acquisti & 

Varian 2005; Tucker 2012; Brown 2016). However, the superior attractiveness of 

targeted advertising for the advertisers may result in an increase of total advertising 

quantity, which would ceteris paribus reduce consumer welfare because of increas-

ing advertising-avoidance costs for users (Hui & Png 2006; Anderson & de Palma 

2012). Furthermore, users may experience a higher degree of intrusiveness and an-

noyance from targeted advertising (Tucker 2012). The total effects are ambivalent 

and depend inter alia on the composition of advertising-liking and advertising-

disliking users. New research points to low competition intensity as well as the 

presence of naïve users and price discrimination being accompanying factors that 

increase the probability of negative welfare effects of targeted advertising (Hoff-

mann et al. 2020). Whereas a considerable share of the users will be aware of their 

data being used for targeted advertising, knowledge about the employment of per-

sonalized data to selling insights from data analysis to third parties may be more 

limited. 

Data Analysis for Individualized Services: Personalized data can be employed to cre-

ate individualized services, tailor-made to the individual user, which are either a 

good in itself or a means to facilitate the buying of other goods (i.e. reducing 

transaction costs). Examples include databased search services, which provide a 

ranking of results that fit the preferences of the individual user, as well as data-

based recommendation services that suggest a user or a buyer other products that 

she has a high probability of being interested in as well (Belleflamme & Peitz 2018; 

Gaenssle & Budzinski 2020). These individualized services, based on personalized 

data of the user, induce additional shopping as well as additional usage of the ser-

vices by the consumers/users, thus increasing turnover and revenues. Amazon and 

Netflix represent prime examples. The user can quickly find the product she is inter-

ested in (databased search service) and she automatically receives suggestions of 

other products that – based on her individual personalized data – she probably likes 

(databased recommender system). Facebook also engages in this business model, 

for instance through its databased search service or the individualized friends-

finding recommendation service. Such shaping of digital goods according to the 

preferences of the consumers should typically increase consumer welfare (Acquisti 
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& Varian 2005). However, they also tend to capture consumers in some kind of a 

bubble, making it more difficult to get exposed to contents challenging the hither-

to preferences and habits. While this often may be in line with (conservative) pref-

erences, it may generate negative externalities with respect to news consumption 

as well as limit the incentives for radical innovations (Budzinski & Kuchinke 2020). 

Data Analysis for Individualized Pricing (Databased Price Discrimination): In particu-

lar advanced personalized data (e.g. individual search and consumption patterns or 

personal preference statements) can be employed to approximate the individual 

willingness-to-pay of users for a given good. Companies may then use this infor-

mation to charge different consumers different prices for the same product or ser-

vice. While this business model is extremely profitable for the companies, it is ambi-

tious regarding the data requirements and entails a considerable potential of nega-

tive consumer welfare effects (inter alia, Heidhues et al. 2016; Heidhues & Köszegi 

2017; Hamelmann 2018: 84-149; Budzinski & Kuchinke 2020). Since this type of 

practices does not play a role in the Facebook Case, we exclude this type from our 

analysis.  

 

3.3  Direct and Indirect Data Trading 

In its simplest type, data trading refers to companies trading (bundles of) data with 

each other. Companies may specialize on collecting data and then selling the re-

sulting bundles of data to other companies who are interested in using data but do 

not want to engage in collecting it (Acquisti et al. 2016). In its simplest type, a 

company collects large bundles of email-addresses and sells it to a spamming com-

pany. A more advanced and sophisticated variant relates to the trade with individ-

ualized consumption patterns or geographic movement profiles of users. Facebook 

infamously does so with its subsidiaries Instagram and WhatsApp but from an eco-

nomic perspective, they belong to the same commercial entity anyway. Whether or 

how Facebook directly trades (bundles of) user data with other companies not be-

longing to the Facebook group is not publicly known and may actually not take 

place. 
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Next to this simple type, there are (at the least) two more indirect ways of data 

trading. First, (limited, conditional) access to collected data may be offered in ex-

change for some sort of a premium or a leasing fee, perhaps with conditions on 

data usage. Preselected data may then be analysed by the “buyer” (data brokers 

such as Acxiom or Oracle Data Cloud) without becoming a permanent owner of the 

data. However, enforcing limits, restrictions and conditions of use may be challeng-

ing. This appears to be at the heart of the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica affair, 

perhaps with the latter violating contractual conditions. 

A second indirect type of data trading relates to the heart of the Facebook case. So-

called APIs (application programming interfaces) may include transmitting data 

from the application to the (technologically connected) platform. For instance, if a 

user visits a content website that is independent of the social network platform but 

the social network platform has embedded functions of this network, like for in-

stance the Facebook Like- or Login-buttons, then her personal data may be trans-

mitted to as well as collected and processed by the social network platform. This 

may happen even if the user does not hit the embedded buttons, so that the user 

browses under the impression that she is not touching the social network at all. 

Here, the user cannot anticipate that she is submitting her data to the social net-

work platform. This type of data trading – the content provider “sells” the data of 

its users as part of the contractual arrangement to embed the social network func-

tions to the social network platform – aggravates the consumer welfare reducing 

information deficiencies and asymmetries at the expense of the users described in 

the paying-with-data section above. According to the FCO, Facebook engages in 

this type of indirect data trading (Bundeskartellamt 2019a).  

From an economic perspective, markets for data trading may be an efficient way of 

providing and using data. They may serve to alleviate problems like (access to) data 

being a barrier to entry or a monopolising force. Due to the (virtually) unlimited 

reproducibility of data, workable markets for data fuel a broad distribution of the 

data among competitors, especially if independent companies specialize on data 

collection and analysis. On the other hand, negative externalities on third parties as 

well as an increase of intransparency of data usage for users reduce consumer wel-

fare (Varian 1997; Acquisti & Varian 2005). The aftermath of the Facebook-
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WhatsApp-merger represents a telling example of how difficult the assessment of 

data usage even within one group of companies is for external parties. The Europe-

an Commission is certainly way better informed than the standard user of Facebook 

or WhatsApp, still even the Commission was obviously deceived by the merging 

companies regarding the technical possibility and business incentives to pool, 

match and exploit personalized data from different subsidies of the Facebook 

group (Deutscher 2019).5 Furthermore, Facebook allegedly further increases in-

transparency and information asymmetries by the way Facebook functions (e.g. 

like-buttons) are embedded through APIs in the content and services of third-party 

providers who appear to be acting independent of Facebook (Bundeskartellamt 

2019a). It seems unlikely that even non-naive users anticipate this indirect type of 

data trading and are aware of it. From a data-economics perspective, thus, this 

points to negative consumer welfare effects, even according to the more data-

trading-friendly approaches. 

At the time of writing, Facebook’s models of selling analysed data and/or licensing 

access to its data are subject to public controversy and, as a consequence, to inter-

nal review and revision (European Commission 2019a,b; Facebook 2019, 2020). 

 

4.  Theories of Harm in the Facebook Case from an Economic Perspective 

4.1  Excessive Data Collection and Conditions 

If collecting and commercially employing personalized data represents a profitable 

business model, then a market powerful service like Facebook experiences incen-

tives to extend the collection and use of personalized data beyond what would be 

enforceable against the users in a more competitive market. In this sense supra-

competitive data collection and usage conditions are excessive and can only be 

forced upon users because of the market power of Facebook, i.e. because users 

cannot realistically switch to an alternative service provider. From an economic per-

spective, this would constitute an (exploitative) abuse of market power, compara-

                                                             
5  In 2017, the European Commission (2017) handed out a € 110 million fine against Facebook 

because of misleading information regarding user data usage submitted by the merging com-
panies in the Facebook-WhatsApp-merger that was – perhaps erroneously – approved by the 
European Commission (2014).  
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ble to charging excessive prices in ‘ordinary’ markets. This reasoning also represents 

the economic backbone underlying the FCO’s Facebook case although the main 

theory of harm is more specific (see section 4.2).  

With respect to the FCO’s Facebook case, four aspects require further analysis in 

order to qualify and assess a potential abuse of market power along these lines: (i) 

the ability of users to control their own data, (ii) the role of violations of data pro-

tection rules, (iii) the privacy paradox, and (iv) the analogy of excessive data extrac-

tion with excessive prices. 

 

(i) The Ability of Users to Control their Personalized Data 

The FCO puts emphasis on the ability of users to control what is done with their 

personalized data. In economic terms, this refers to asymmetric information, i.e. 

information deficits on the side of the users compared to the dominant service. A 

loss of control over data could be based on two market power-related issues. 

First, there may be “hidden” excessive conditions in the form of strategically non-

transparent General Terms and Conditions. Empirical studies have proven that most 

users do not carefully read and understand the General Terms and Conditions 

(Gross & Acquisti 2005): the General Terms and Conditions to enter a social net-

work have been ignored completely by around three-quarters of the participants 

during an experiment. Furthermore, 98 per cent of the participants, who at least 

opened the General Terms and Conditions, did not discover the excessive condi-

tions as a subsequent survey demonstrated. This corresponds to the empirical in-

sight that most users are reading the General Terms and Conditions for less than 15 

seconds (Obar & Oeldorf-Hirsch 2020). Users name as the main reason for their ig-

norance that the General Terms and Conditions are too long, contain too much 

information content and are written in a complicated way6 (Budzinski & Schneider 

2017; Obar & Oeldorf-Hirsch 2020). The described bounded-rational behavior of 

users offers a social network service like Facebook the scope for strategically hiding 

                                                             
6  It has to be mentioned that the content arrangement of a company’s General Terms and Condi-

tions - though eventually being determined by the company itself - is to a considerable part 
subject to legal requirements and governmental regulations (like the rather very formal and 
complicated style of language). 
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excessive conditions in long and difficult-to-read provisions and/or General Terms 

and Conditions. While users technically agree with the conditions, they are in fact 

not aware of the content they have agreed to (Monopolkommission 2015: 74-75). 

However, this phenomenon does not depend on market power and is probably ob-

servable in competitive online service markets as well. 

Second, and notwithstanding the first point, a dominant position enhances the 

scope for forcing users to “agree” to excessive conditions. The lack of alternative 

services (irrespective of their data policies) strengthens the subjective impression, 

that there is no other option than accepting the General Terms and Conditions. 

Facebook is further amplifying the pressure on users to – more or less blindly – ac-

cept its conditions by presenting them as a “take-it-or-leave-it” offer. Being an arti-

ficial platform (Budzinski & Kuchinke 2020), Facebook could easily offer alternative 

arrangements like a subscription service or a transaction fee for using their services. 

By framing the decision process as either accept and use or do not accept and do 

not use, the impression of consumers of not having a choice anyway is strategically 

increased. 

According to the economic theory of personalized data (see section 3), such a con-

struct may lead to negative welfare effects, since the situation is not fulfilling the 

requirements of a Stigler-Posner-World (high transparency, objective rationalism). 

The assumption of bounded rational and biased informed users describes the reali-

ty empirically more accurate. Consequently, the de facto lack of knowledge of con-

sumers about the reach of data collection and commercial use of “their” data is 

welfare-decreasing and as far as this is escalated by Facebook’s market power, it 

represents an abuse of market power from an economic perspective. 

 

(ii) The Role of Violations of Data Protection Rules 

The legal literature controversially discusses whether violations of data protection 

and consumer protection laws constitute a case for competition policy (inter alia, 

Botta & Wiedemann 2019; Colangelo & Maggiolino 2019; Buiten 2019, 2020; 

Hladjk et al. 2019; Robertson 2020), fueled by an extensive reasoning of the FCO 

that legal precedents subsume considerable power imbalances leading to the en-
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forcement of illegal business terms under the abuse of dominance law (Bun-

deskartellamt 2019c: 7-9). From an economic perspective, however, issues of con-

flicts of laws and their interfaces do not play the central role. Instead, an economic 

reasoning may ask whether a continuous violation of data protection and privacy 

standards without counter-reactions by the users to enforce the respective laws 

represents indication of an abuse of market power, i.e. indication that Facebook 

can force whatever conditions they want upon its users.7 

The (continuous) violation of data protection provisions may indicate that Facebook 

is abusing its powerful position despite legal and regulative requirements (Bun-

deskartellamt 2016). National data protection regulations constitute minimum 

standards and belong to the provisions of consumer protection. If Facebook is pro-

voking its users to formally agree with the conditions of use, which in fact are 

breaching the minimum standards and thus infringe the data protection law, this 

can economically be regarded as an abuse of market power. The forced agreement 

to in fact illegal regulations is eventually only possible through Facebook exploiting 

its market power. Of course, the economic concept of abusive market power goes 

further than the prevailing regulations of data use. Clauses, which are legally in 

accordance with the relevant data protection laws, could also represent a case of 

abusive market power, if those go beyond to what users would accept as a maxi-

mum standard under the conditions of competition (Monopolkommission 2015). 

Hence, the crucial question is: Would consumers accept those arguable conditions 

of business under the conditions of fair competition or would they move to other 

competitors? If the second option was applicable, the existence of market power 

would become a necessary condition for providers of social networks to enforce 

these kinds of data usage terms, since those could not be enforced under the con-

ditions of fair competition. 

 

(iii) The Privacy Paradox 

Regarding the question whether users actually care about their privacy and the pro-

tection of their personalized data, the so-called privacy paradox plays an important 

                                                             
7  We are not sure, however, whether this is the actual reasoning of the FCO. 
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role (see section 3.1). In terms of stated preferences in surveys or interviews, users 

usually claim to value their data, however, in terms of revealed preferences in ex-

periments or actual market behavior, users often give away their personal data in 

exchange for any low-value good. This contradiction between stated and revealed 

preferences is called the privacy paradox.  

If users do not care about their data, then even in competition they would not 

switch service providers because of better data protection or less data collection. 

This entails two lines of reasoning against Facebook abusing its market power 

(Haucap 2019; Buiten 2020). First, if there is no harm to users, then economically 

there is no abuse. Users may not experience disutility from the usage of their per-

sonalized data, perhaps also because they enjoy better targeted advertising or im-

proved individualized services (see section 3.2). Second, if the dominant service 

provider acts as in competition, there is no case for an abuse as well. 

However, while the contrast between stated and revealed preferences alleviates 

concerns about consumer welfare, it does not imply that all types and extents of 

data use are harmless to users (see section 3). Users are heterogeneous and the 

“take-it-or-leave-it” character of data consent agreements offered by a dominant 

service provider allows no user to deviate from the forced-upon standard. The pri-

vacy paradox, however, does not prove that some users would not like to choose 

different data collection and usage rules. The comprehensive heterogeneity of con-

sumers (methodological individualism) along with the complexity of the dynamic 

coordination task of supply and demand leads economists to emphasize decentral-

ized competitive market interaction as the superior coordination mechanism. In 

other words, instead of armchair speculations about what consumers would want 

in competition or not, it would be welfare-superior to enforce a competitive situa-

tion where users actually have the choice. Then, the self-organizing process of 

competition is likely to produce outcomes matching heterogeneous consumer pref-

erences (Hayek 1948, 1978). The standards for General Terms and Conditions set by 

a dominant service provider are not a good substitute in this regard. Note, howev-

er, that the reasoning in the last paragraph points to re-creating competition in the 

market instead of a competition authority deciding how much data collection and 

which commercial use of personalized data may be allowed. 
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(iv) Excessive Data Collection and Excessive Prices 

The economic theory of personalized data also allows an alternative line of argu-

mentation. If personal data is used as a means of payment (“paying with data”; see 

sections 3.1 and 3.2), excessive data usage terms can be put on the same level with 

excessive prices, what would then constitute an exploitative abuse. In terms of eco-

nomic reasoning, it is important to be aware of the fact, that money is not restrict-

ed to national currencies. In economics, money is considered in general as every-

thing what fulfils the monetary function (Menger 1892; Hicks 1967). The function 

of money can be broken down to money used as (i) exchange and means of pay-

ment, (ii) store of value, and (iii) unit of account. While the first two are viewed to 

be essential, the importance of the third one is more controversial. If personal data 

is used in exchange for internet services (and therefore as a means of payment for 

those), data is consequently fulfilling the essential monetary function as well.8 Since 

June 2017, this understanding of money is also supported by German competition 

law, whereupon social network services constitute a market from a legal perspec-

tive despite transactions being “free” in a classical monetary sense (Budzinski & 

Stöhr 2019).  

Notwithstanding this reasoning, there is a relevant difference between personal 

data and national currencies as money: in contrast to traditional money, personal 

data does not disappear or expire when used for payment; instead, it can be used 

again and again (Budzinski & Stöhr 2019; Haucap 2019). If it does not exhaust, the 

harm of providing it as payment is reduced, limiting the scope for excessive “pric-

es” (in data currency). It still remains relevant for what purposes it is used and what 

kind of data is collected. A further difference is the users’ lack of experience with 

the currency “personal data” (transaction cost and asymmetric information; see 

section 3.1). This offers additional scope for excessive data prices, in particular, if 

an ample part of users is acting in a bound-rational (or even naïve) manner and 

further distortions of information or deficiencies are existent. 

                                                             
8  It is not uncommon, that other forms of money than the officially declared currencies are used 

in markets. Goods and private money have been used throughout history. Alternative money, 
like cigarettes or coffee, can often be dated back to times of high inflation and also recently the 
non-official crypto-currencies like Bitcoins. 
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Altogether, an abuse of dominance based upon excessive data extraction and us-

age conditions can represent a sound theory of harm from an economic perspec-

tive. However, it requires a case-specific reasoning and it is particularly challenging 

to identify the difference between a competitive data standard and an excessive, 

exploitative (supra-competitive) one. From an economic perspective, the latter issue 

cannot be replaced by taking (continuous) violations of consumer protection laws 

as a prima facie abuse of dominance, although it may serve as a supporting indica-

tion.   

 

4.2  Excessive Data Processing from Third-Parties 

Next to the issue of excessively collecting data directly from its users, the collection 

of personalized data from third-party sources and their combination with Face-

book-data may be considered as a theory of harm. This theory of harm appears to 

be at the heart of the FCO case. More specifically, the data of internet users visiting 

non-Facebook websites with imbedded Facebook-features like Login-, Like- or 

Share-buttons (or from other applications of Facebook Business Tools) is trans-

ferred directly to Facebook even if user did not click these buttons (Bun-

deskartellamt 2019a: 37). For Facebook-users, this data then is combined with per-

sonalized data from Facebook usage (for technical aspects see Bundeskartellamt 

2019a: 39). Data from non-Facebook users is also transferred to Facebook; howev-

er, since the main emphasis of the investigation was on Facebook-users, this issue 

had only side character and was not used in FCO argumentation. 

Practices of third-party tracking extend and aggravate the problem of asymmetric 

information about collection and employment of personalized data. Even if the us-

er agrees with it, the problems discussed in section 4.1 apply and – due to the in-

creasing instransparency and asymmetry of information – the probability of nega-

tive consumer welfare effects increases. In the case of third-party tracking of users 

who do not hold an account with any Facebook service and, thus, did not agree 

(not even pro forma) to Facebook’s data usage, the negative welfare implications 

become obvious from the viewpoint of data economics (see section 3.3). Whether 

this constitutes an exploitative abuse of market power in the direct relation of Fa-

cebook with its users firstly follows similar considerations as explored in section 
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4.1. Secondly, in the case of non-Facebook-users, an abusive market relation exists 

from an economic point of view. However, the legal question whether it relates to 

market power or represents a clear case of consumer protection law and policy be-

comes particularly relevant here (Ezrachi & Robertson 2019; Buiten 2020; Robertson 

2020). 

A different angle, however, takes the relation between Facebook and the websites 

who imbed the Facebook-features in their services into consideration. The incen-

tives of companies to implement Facebook Business Tools appear to be of high rel-

evance for the existence of the analyzed situation from an economic perspective, 

however, apparently, they do not play a role in the competition authority’s reason-

ing. The market position of Facebook’s services, i.e. their number of users, consid-

erably influences the attractiveness of imbedding Facebook elements in third-party 

web service offers. And with the number of users, the bargaining power changes. If 

Facebook was one among several competitors, website service providers would still 

be interested to imbed its features – be it alongside others or exclusively – but they 

could also rely on competitors’ features alone. If Facebook dominates its markets, 

this choice disappears, and website service providers face a “take-it-or-leave-it”-

situation. Data-transferring and -usage between the website service providers and 

Facebook are contractually fixated. The terms and conditions of these contracts 

considerably depend on Facebook’s market power: in the case of competition, it 

would appear to be unlikely that Facebook was able to enforce far-reaching data-

transfer and -usage conditions vis-à-vis these website service providers. As a domi-

nant company, however, Facebook may utilize its market power to shape these 

business-to-business conditions in an anticompetitive way – at the detriment of 

both website service providers and consumers. Content providers may face a situa-

tion of economic dependence on the dominant Facebook service (Bougette et al. 

2019). 

This second angle to the third-party tracking theory of harm is interesting because 

it differs in one of the possible defenses. In the preceding section, we argue that 

user behavior towards data terms and conditions may not differ in competition as 

users – rationally or not – ignore these type of consent agreements and/or behave 

paradoxically. It seems safe to assume that business companies running website 
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services are neither ignorant nor naïve in this respect. In other words, it is much 

more likely that arrangements between Facebook and companies running web-

sites/services would significantly differ between competition and dominance than 

in the case of users/consumers. Consequently, an abuse of market power by enforc-

ing excessive data exploitation rules may be more visible in the business-to-business 

relations than in the business-consumer relation when it comes to the third-party 

tracking offense. At the end of the chain, consumer welfare is likely to be hurt in 

such scenarios.  

In summary, this theory of harm is likely to be valid from an economic perspective. 

However, the reasoning differs from the one the FCO emphasizes. Thus, the FCO 

may have correctly prohibited anticompetitive conduct but for the wrong reasons.  

 

4.3  Deterrence through Barriers to Access 

Access to data is a general concern in databased markets (Kerber 2016, 2018; Ker-

ber & Schweitzer 2017). A dominant service provider may utilize strategic barriers 

to access to data to deter horizontal competitors or to favor its own subsidiaries in 

up- and downstream markets (exclusionary abuse). However, due to the users be-

ing able to pay with their data multiple times, collecting personalized data is non-

rival and may be collected without significant investment. Crucial issues relate to 

the reproducibility and exclusiveness of data as well as to the amount of data re-

quired to effectively compete since the rule of diminishing returns probably also 

applies to most commercial uses of data collection. 

In the FCO’s Facebook case, access to data is not directly an issue. However, the 

FCO refers to the role of Facebook’s data collection for competitors, in particular on 

the advertising market, and derives a (in our counting third) theory of harm from it 

(Bundeskartellamt 2019b: 5). Due to its superior access to data (because of its 

dominant position on the user market for social networks combined with its alleg-

edly excessive reach of user data extraction), Facebook is able to offer better tar-

geted advertising and, thus, deters its competitors on the advertising side of its 

platform market. In this view, Facebook becomes more indispensable for advertis-

ing customers. On the one hand, this may constitute “by and large an efficiency 
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offense, which may even benefit users if they prefer more targeted advertising over 

advertising that is less related to user preferences” (Haucap 2019: 28), requiring to 

balance short-run positive efficiency effects with possible long-run negative effects 

of cementing market power. On the other hand, the FCO claims a dominant posi-

tion of Facebook on the social network advertising market as a precondition (Bun-

deskartellamt 2019b: 5), which appears to be doubtful since the power of Alpha-

bet-Google and its subsidiaries (including YouTube) in general online advertising 

markets is unlikely not to put competitive pressure on online advertising submar-

kets (Haucap 2019; Budzinski & Lindstädt-Dreusicke 2020). 

 

4.4  Bundling, Tying, and Walled Garden Strategies 

A fourth possible theory of harm relates to the bundling and tying of different ser-

vices like social networks, short messaging systems or chat-services, etc., into one 

platform (so-called walled garden strategy), which leads to the expansion of its 

market dominating position by leveraging its market power to neighboring markets 

(Gebicka & Heinemann 2014; Monopolkommission 2015: 77). Furthermore, it sets 

incentives to favor its own subsidiary services over competitors when it comes to 

search and recommendation services. It has to be considered though, that a “one-

stop shopping” may be favorable for the users and be in line with those personal 

preferences (Monopolkommission 2015: 76). Eventually the evaluation of bundling 

affects under the aspect of competition economics will also be subject to the cir-

cumstance of how far Facebook impedes the usage of competing services or in-

creases the cost of switching. From an economic point of view, the consumer’s wel-

fare is declining if the users are strategically tightened to the platform, in a way 

that they cannot just easily get away from or that there are strategically excessive 

or even prohibitive costs of switching (i.e. lock-in effect). In particular, a market 

dominant company should not use its very position to affect competition and its 

users in a negative way. Seen from an economical point, strategic switching costs 

have thus to be regarded as a point of serious concern with potentials for both ex-

clusionary and exploitative abuses. 
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Issues of bundling and tying were not part of the FCO’s Facebook case. However, 

from an economic perspective they represent a more relevant area of anticompeti-

tive concerns if digital service providers enjoy a dominant position. Particularly in 

the online world, dominance in one market can easily be employed by the powerful 

company to restrict and undermine competition in (upstream, downstream, con-

glomerate) related markets by means of self-privileging (search and recommenda-

tion bias), bundling and tying. Thus, these issues are likely to become a relevant 

anticompetitive concern in future cases. 

 

5.  Conclusion 

In this paper, we have analyzed four possible theories of harm related to the Ger-

man Facebook case from the perspective of modern data economics. Table 1 pre-

sents an overview and a summary of the main results from our analysis. 

 

Table 1: Overview of Main Results 

N Theory of Harm Could be valid as an abuse from 
an economic perspective? 

Part of FCO Reasoning? 

1 excessive data collection and 
conditions 

ambiguous, requires case-
specific reasoning 

yes 

2 excessive data processing 
from third parties 

yes yes, but doubtful reason-
ing  

3 deterrence through barriers to 
access 

rather no  rather yes 

4 bundling, tying, and walled 
garden strategies 

yes no 

 

The first theory of harm is ambiguous because there exist pro and contra reasoning 

regarding the validity of such theory of harm from an economic perspective (see 

4.1). We argue that the disability of users to find out and choose better conditions 

regarding data collection (since they face “take-it-or-leave-it” decision) argues in 

favor of classifying data extraction as abusive behavior from an economic perspec-

tive. Additionally, violation of data protection law could be seen as an indicator for 

such behavior, but not directly classified as an abuse of dominance. As a contra 

reasoning, privacy paradox highlights doubts regarding revealed preferences of us-
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ers for data collection practices. It is relevant since if there is no harm for consum-

ers and there is no difference between dominant and non-dominant firms’ behav-

ior, than no abuse could be valid. In addition to the aforementioned arguments, 

the phenomenon of paying with data itself has specifics which lead to doubts on 

classifying excessive data extraction as an analogue to excessive prices (see 4.1 (iv)). 

Thus, the general outcome for the first theory of harm is that it is important to 

identify a competitive level of data collection (which would require to re-create and 

safeguard competition in this market) and corresponding behavior of consumers in 

order to support or decline abuse of dominance. So, for this theory of harm no 

general result can be drawn.  

The second theory of harm is valid from an economic perspective. However, in our 

analysis we come to the conclusion that a different reasoning would be required 

from a data-economics perspective than the one employed by the FCO. Here, rea-

sons why the situation of such extensive data collection was possible (in particular, 

established conditions for third-parties and their incentives for business-to-business 

relations, see 4.2) are more convincing than the user-centric argumentation of the 

FCO (i.e. pure reasoning from Facebook users’ perspective). 

Although the third theory of harm, anticompetitive barriers to data-access (section 

4.3), was not central in the FCO’s reasoning, it entails economic merit in general. 

However, the special characteristics of data markets cast doubt on its relevance in 

this Facebook case. Furthermore, the delineation of the relevant online advertise-

ment market as a distinct social network advertising market appears to be rather 

narrow and, thus, suffers from the ignorance of disciplining competitive pressure 

exercised by other segments of online advertising. 

The fourth theory of harm (section 4.4) we discuss is a potential one and was not 

part of this case. However, it points to relevant anticompetitive concerns in the 

context of the business behavior of companies like Facebook and, thus, we think 

that this is likely to play a more prominent role in future cases. In this context, it is 

interesting to consider that Facebook currently faces antitrust investigations and 

proceedings in several jurisdictions. Table 2 offers an overview on selected investi-
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gations, revealing a considerable variety of allegations and anticompetitive con-

cerns.  

 

Table 2: Facebook Investigations by Antitrust Authorities 

Antitrust au-
thority, Juris-
diction 

Start of 
the 
Case 

Date of 
Decision 

Main Allegations/Concerns Fine Im-
posed 

Source 

State attorneys 
general, USA 

Oct. 
2019 

X 47 attorneys general from around 
the nation plan to take part in a 
New York-led antitrust probe into 
Facebook. Main concerns are that 
Facebook may have put consumer 
data at risk, reduced the quality of 
consumers’ choices, and increased 
the price of advertising. 

X James (2019) 

The French 
Competition 
Authority, 
France 

Sept. 
2019 

X The French Competition Authority 
received a formal complaint of 
AdTech firm Criteo that Facebook 
undermines competition in online 
advertising by favoring its own ser-
vices. 

X Criteo (2019) 

The Competi-
tion and Mar-
kets Authority, 
UK 

July 
2019 

X Probe of Facebook’s and Google’s 
advertisment dominance within 
online platforms and digital adver-
tising market study. 

X Competition 
and Markets 
Authority 
(2019) 

The Hungarian 
Competition 
Authority, 
Hungary 

Oct. 
2016 

06 Dec. 
2019 

Facebook infringes competition law 
by advertising its services as being 
free of charge and commercially 
benefits from user data with which 
users pay for the company’s ser-
vices. 

€3.6 mln.   Hungarian 
Competition 
Authority 
(2019) 

Federal Trade 
Commission 
(FTC), USA 

Nov. 
2011 

24 July 
2019 

Facebook violates a 2012 FTC order 
regarding consumers’ privacy and 
deceives users about their ability to 
control the privacy of their personal 
data. 

$5 Billion Federal Trade 
Commission 
(2019)  

The Italian 
Competition 
Authority (ICA), 
Italy 

Apr. 
2018 

29 Nov. 
2018 

Facebook carries out an unfair 
commercial practice as it employs 
user data for commercial purposes 
without adequately informing con-
sumers. 

€10 mln. Italian Com-
petition Au-
thority (2018) 

Jan. 
2020 

X Non-compliance proceeding regard-
ing ICA’s 2018 decision. 

X Italian Com-
petition Au-
thority (2020)  

 

While the FCO is thus not alone in challenging the business practices of Facebook, 

the German case still considerably deviates from most of the other investigations 

and proceedings. Focusing on indirect data trading via third party proceeding of 

personalized data represents an economically-sound approach, although the inher-
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ent business-to-business relations may offer a superior way of demonstrating be-

havior that would not occur under competitive pressure. In Germany, Facebook is 

appealing the FCO ruling but, besides that, Facebook also seems to respond to the 

investigation and to the allegations. Some steps are done in changing terms and 

conditions of usage of social network (see European Commission 2019a,b) and of 

Facebook’s interface, which now should provide more transparence regarding data 

collection and usage (Facebook 2019, 2020). However, at the moment it is still un-

clear, whether such changes are enough to prevent anticompetitive effects in fu-

ture. 
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